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Loving someone to the moon and back takes on a whole new dimension! The cherished classic is

even more enticing in a pop-up edition.When Big and Little Nutbrown Hare show off how much they

love each other, don't you wish you could watch them stretch out their arms, hop as high as they

can, and tumble upside down with their feet in the air? Well, now you can! Beautifully designed

flaps, tabs, and pop-ups respect the integrity of the original story and illustrations while adding a

delightfully kinetic 3D element that is truly irresistible. Featuring a beautiful cover, this treasured tale

is the ideal gift for anyone who loves someone more than they can measure.
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It's hard to believe that a pop-up wasn't the creators' original intention, so seamlessly do moveable

parts dovetail into this modern classic's storyline...The book is available in just about every

format-but this is the perfect one.Ã¢â‚¬â€•Kirkus Reviews (starred review)A beautifully produced,

restrained amplification of the original, sure to wind up a reliable baby shower gift.Ã¢â‚¬â€•The New

York Times



Sam McBratney wrote GUESS HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU as the fifty-seventh book of his career. He

reunited with Anita Jeram for YOU'RE ALL MY FAVORITES and the GUESS HOW MUCH I LOVE

YOU Storybooks. He lives in Northern Ireland.Anita Jeram is the illustrator of GUESS HOW MUCH I

LOVE YOU, the GUESS HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU Storybooks, and YOU'RE ALL MY

FAVORITES, as well as Amy Hest's series about Sam and Mrs. Bear and Dick King-Smith's ALL

PIGS ARE BEAUTIFUL and I LOVE GUINEA PIGS. She lives in Northern Ireland.

I am quite surprised by the number of negative reviews for this book. However, the negative ones

appear to be based on shipping or used copies sold by other sellers. I would never buy a pop-up

book used because that's just asking for trouble. If you really want this book, go for the new copy.

You will be glad you did.This is a gorgeous book and a beautifully put together version of the story.

It doesn't just pop up, you interact with the book. When little nut brown hare stretches his arms wide

to show how much love, you actually pull a tab down to make the arms open, and then you also get

to open big nut brown hare's arms. My child's favorite page is when big nut brown hare swings little

nut brown hare up so the legs are at the top of the trees and turning the flap actually makes that

happen. The end of the book is my favorite page because the illustration is just beautiful and big nut

brown hare putting the little one to bed with the pull down flap is so sweet.If you are a fan of this

book, you will not regret this purchase one bit! I will give a bit of caution though: store it up high and

don't let the kids play with it! We keep this on a high shelf in the closet and only mom or dad are

allowed to touch it. Obviously a toddler is going to yank too hard on the tabs and something will rip.

That's just toddler behavior. If you don't want the book torn apart, don't let the toddler play with it.

There really is no way to improve the quality to make it not rip. What do you expect from a book? If

you want something toddler friendly, there is a board book version of this story.Bottom line - If you

love this story, GET THIS BOOK! It would make an incredible gift as well! Even to just display a

couple of the more 3-D scenery pages in a nursery with a bunny theme would be very cute. You

won't be disappointed (unless you order a used copy, but seriously, don't do that, just buy it new!)

Wonderful idea, but falls short in execution. I ordered 2 copies. The 1st book's first movable page

only worked on the left side. I was never able to get the right side to work at all. The rest of the

pages worked all right, but some were very hard to move. All of the movable pages in the 2nd book

worked, but again some were difficult to move with the slider. The 2nd time I read the story to my

granddaughter, one of the sliders disconnected even though I was being extremely careful. The

construction of the book is just terrible.



My wife collects pop-up books and I bought her this one for Valentine's Day. The story itself is good.

The book construction is poor. The book I received was either used or very poorly put together. She

still loved it because it came from me but I was embarrassed of its condition. It made me look like I

cheaped out and bought a used book.

The quality of the book is not that great.The paper they used for this book is kinda soft so it makes

the pop up design a little sloppy. I like the artwork, the story content and the pop up design which it

keeps my son interested in reading and playing with the book at the same time. I would give 5 stars

if the paper is not that soft.

I'm VERY disappointed in the condition of the used pop-up version that I received from Clean Earth

Books. Many many of the pop-ups do not work at all or are missing. I thought I might have to do

some slight repairs but - when whole pieces are missing, there is not much I can do. I wanted to use

this with a nursery school group for a Valentines Day story time, but I fear I have wasted my money.

While the story is adorable, the name of the characters is a bit of a mouthful - especially when

having to say them over and over again. But that aside, the book itself is a pop-up book and most of

the moving pieces stick together and are easily torn if too much pressure is applied in attempt to get

them moving. It's a book I've hidden in the closet because my daughter demands to pull and push

the tabs and they are just not easily moved, so she rips them.

The book was beautiful, and I loved the pop ups; however, the book was in a box way too large with

one small piece of brown paper and had been beaten around until the edges of the book are bent

and the book is damp. Being a pop up book, one of the pop ups was damaged by being damp, and

two others were stuck as well.

I have always loved this book so I bought it for my niece as a one year old gift. I know it seems a

little early but she loves people reading to her. She's born the year of the rabbit so I thought this

made the perfect gift. Plus, it's super adorable with its popup pages. My cousins seemed very happy

with this gift :)
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